From Concept to Reality
Braintree Electric Light Department Implements Outage Management System
Braintree Electric Light Department
BELD supplies electric, Internet and cable television services to the township of Braintree,
Massachusetts. BELD was founded by Thomas Watson and is one of the oldest departments in the United States.
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The Challenge
Rob Forde, Electric Operations Supervisor for Braintree Electric Light Department, was asked by upper management to investigate an Outage Management
System that would tie into their existing GIS system. “I saw some marketing
material from mPower that described how their browser-based mapping software, mPower Integrator, can easily link to multiple data bases and systems, so I
decided to attend one of their webcasts”.
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While attending his first mPower webcast, Mr. Forde was impressed with Integrator’s overall ease of use, powerful reporting capabilities and built in network
trace flow capability. “I thought it would be great if they could add some Call
Capture and Response Management components, providing the ability to easily
gather key outage information from the customer and an interactive “dashboard”
to track and coordinate our outage response efforts”.
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Forde expressed his vision for expanding the system’s capabilities to mPower
personnel during a follow-up demonstration—and mPower quickly shared his
enthusiasm for exploring the concepts further. “When Rob articulated his ideas
for how we could take our current applications to another level and create a fully
-integrated GIS/Outage Management System, I was intrigued and decided we
should take a hard look at committing some R&D to pursue this”, said Greg Calcari, President, mPower Innovations.
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to deliver on their promise, we were confident the project was going to be a success.
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The ability to define a standard list of questions for an outage call allows BELD to gather
key data rapidly from customers, increasing efficiency in outage response

